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Abstract

Aim: The aim of this study was to determine the pattern and prevalence of tooth loss amongst community
dwelling adults in a suburban area of Lagos.
Methods: A questionnaire based study was carried out in a community in Lagos, Nigeria. Causes, pattern and
factors affecting tooth loss were elucidated.
Result: Prevalence of adults with at least one missing tooth was 33.6%. More than half (64.1%) of the respondents
had lost their teeth for more than 5 years. Tooth loss (42.3%) was more in the lower posterior region. There
was a significant association of tooth loss to increasing age, previous visit to the dentist and gender. The males
had 38.7% tooth loss in the anterior region while females had more tooth loss in the posterior region.
Conclusion: Prevalence of tooth loss was high. Tooth loss was more in the males. A higher percentage of tooth
loss was found amongst the elderly.
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INTRODUCTION
ooth loss is recognized as a
public health problem and used
as an important measure of the
oral health of a population (1,2). It is
an important measure for assessing the
standard, availability and utilization
of both curative and preventive dental
care in a given population (3). The
etiology of tooth loss is complex, it includes factors such as existing diseases,
hygiene habits and use of dental clinics
(1). The major causes of tooth loss are
periodontal disease and dental caries.
Periodontal disease is more prevalent in
the older age group while caries is associated with the younger age group (4,5).
Other causes of tooth loss are trauma
and orthodontic treatment. Tooth loss
is associated with esthetic, functional,
psychological and social impacts. The
impacts of tooth loss include decreased
functions of speech and mastication
especially in the elderly (6,7). It may

affect their nutritional choices, their
oral and ultimately systemic health and
thereby diminish the quality of life (8).
It also decreases self esteem and psychological status of individuals (9,10).
A review of tooth loss in Europe (11),
showed a decline in prevalence over
the years with the prevalence of tooth
loss falling from 79% to 57% in United
kingdom amongst the 65-74year old
adults between 1968-1988, in Sweden
it dropped from 19% in 1975 to3% in
1997, while Germany with a prevalence of 24% in 1998 dropped to 22%
in 2006. In Switzerland, prevalence
of edentulism dropped from 1.1% in
1993 to 0.4% in 2002 amongst the 3544 years. In the USA, the prevalence
of edentulism was 10.8% in 1999 it
decreased to 7.7% in 2002. This reduction has been largely because efforts
have been directed to preventing the
most common causes of tooth loss (12).
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Some studies have shown tooth loss
prevalence in developing countries to
be high. In Sri Lanka (13), the overall
prevalence of tooth loss in 2011 was
81.6%, while a study amongst adults in
Sudan (14), having a minimum of one
missing teeth reported a prevalence of
78% tooth loss. In these studies, prevalence of edentulism increased with age.
Most studies done in Nigeria have
reported that caries and periodontal
reasons are still the major causes of
tooth loss (15-18). Adeyemo et al in
2004 reported that tooth loss due to
caries and periodontal reasons had increased when compared to a study done
16 years earlier in a similar location, it
also highlighted other indications for
extraction and subsequent tooth loss
like orthodontic and impaction extraction. A prevalence of 12.3% tooth loss
has also been reported by Ogini with a
significant female preponderance (15).
Socioeconomic factors affect the treatment seeking attitude of patients (19),
and this may influence the individuals
who tolerate edentulous spaces without seeking for professional attention.
While other sociodemographic factors
have been associated with tooth loss
(20), treatment seeking attitude may
be an indication of success or failure
in dentistry and dental health programmes. Success may be measured
by a declining rate of edentulism and
increased number of retained teeth (20).
There is a need to study prevalence
of tooth loss, as a decline may be an
indication of increased availability and
accessibility to oral diseases prevention
and control programs (2).
While a number of studies have been
published on prevalence of tooth loss
in Nigeria, none to our knowledge has
been reported on community dwelling adults. Therefore the aim of this
study was to determine the pattern and
prevalence of tooth loss amongst community dwelling adults in a suburban
area of Lagos.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A cross sectional descriptive study was
conducted among community dwelling
adults in idiaraba, a suburb of Mushin
local government area in Lagos state.
The questionnaire was pretested in a
similar community and adjusted accordingly.
Four streets were selected by simple
random sampling from a list of streets.
All adults in each household on the
streets were included in study.
An interviewer administered questionnaire was used to collect data. This
was done after an explanation of the
study methods and verbal consent was
obtained from all consenting adults
living in each household aged 15 years
and above.
The questionnaire included the respondents’ socio-demographic background which included their age,
gender, religion, educational level and

income, after which clinical examination was done for tooth loss by using
visual and tactile examination. The
study participants were examined using
spatula and sterile mirror with respondent sitting upright under a good source
of light. Missing teeth were classified as
anterior and posterior so that a distinction could be made between esthetic
and functional needs.
Analysis
The collected data was analyzed using
the EPI info version 7 statistical soft
ware. The chi square test of association
was used where appropriate. Difference
was taken as significant at the level of
P<0.05
RESULTS
There were 423 respondents, comprising 211(49.9%) females and 212(50.1%)
males, giving an equal female to male
ratio. The age range was 15 - 95years
and median age 31years. Most of the
respondents 181(42.8%) had secondary

Table 1:Demographic details of respondents
		
AGE RANGE
15-25

N

%

133

31.4

26-40

161

38.1

41-65

114

27.0

>65

15

3.5

Female

211

49.9

Male

212

50.1

99

23.4

Primary

88

20.8

Secondary

181

42.8

Tertiary

55

13.0

45

10.6

Yoruba

110

26

Hausa

224

53

Others

44

10.4

114

27.0

309

73.0

GENDER

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
None

ETHNICITY
Igbo

RELIGION
Christians
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Table 2: Factors affecting prevalence of tooth loss
Percentage (%)

Table 3: Pattern of Tooth loss
P value

Age
15-25

23.3

26-40

27.3

41-65

49.1

>65

73.3

0.000*

Gender
Female

28.4

Male

38.7

0.033*

Perception of oral health
Good

27.9

Fair 37.7		
Poor 54.2
0.010*
Previous visit to the dentist
Visit 81.4
No visit

18.3
70.6

No		

34.3

38.4

Primary

36.4

Secondary

29.3

Tertiary

34.5

0.005*

36.3

1001-2000

31.7

2001-5000

27.5

5001-20,000

30.0

0.414

0.722

156

281(66.4)

No of Missing teeth
1-3

118(83.1)

4-6

19(13.4)

>6

5(3.5)

Duration
< 12 months tooth loss

23(16.2)

1-4 years tooth loss

28(19.7)

>5years tooth loss

91(64.1)

Location
Upper anterior

33(23.2)

Upper posterior

38(26.8)

Lower Anterior

11(7.7)

Lower posterior

60(42.3)

with a median value of N1000($6.25)

Forty five (31.7%) of the lost teeth
were extracted by the dentist while
3.5% (n=5) had been extracted by local
traditional doctors.

Tooth Loss
In this study tooth loss prevalence was
high as 33.6% of the subjects had lost
one or more teeth, and the mean tooth
loss was 2.4 ±3.0 (table 3). More than
half (64.1%) of the respondents had
lost their teeth for more than 5 years.
Prevalence of tooth loss was significant-

Causes of tooth loss
More than a quarter of the respondents claimed the teeth were lost as a
result of periodontal disease (26.8%)
referred to as shaking teeth and carious lesion(20. 4%) referred to as holes.
While traumatic causes of tooth loss
(17.6%) included road traffic accidents,

*P value is statistically significant (p<0.05)

education, 99(23.4%) had no formal education, while an even smaller number
55(13%) had tertiary education. A large
number 224(59%) of the respondents
were hausas from the northern part of
Nigeria though this study was carried
out in the South Western part of the
country (table 1).
The daily income of respondents ranged
from N50 ($0.31) to N20,000 ($125)

No missing teeth

Pattern
Majority of the teeth (42.3%) were lost
in the lower posterior segments of the
mouth. A significantly higher proportion of females had lost teeth in the
lower posterior segments compared to
men who had lost more anterior teeth
(P = 0.011). Factors that influence the
pattern as shown in fig 2

Income per day(Naira)
50-1000

142(33.6)

ly associated with gender (P=0.033),
increasing age(P=0.000), poor perception of oral health(P=0.010) and
previous visit to the dentist(0.000),
but not significantly associated
with level of education(P=0.414) or
income(P=0.722)

Educational level
None		

%

Respondents
Missing teeth

Mean tooth loss was 2.4 ±3.0 S.D

0.000*

Visit in the last one year
Yes 		

Pattern of Tooth loss
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Figure 1 : Self reported causes of tooth loss

5,15-17). tooth loss has been shown to
substantially affect chewing, aesthetics
and quality of life (6-8). Studies have
shown factors related to tooth loss,
however these studies where hospital
based (15-19), and would report on
prevalence on presenting patients,
and may not give the true picture of
prevalence of tooth loss in the community. This study revealed a high
prevalence of tooth loss amongst community dwelling adults. However, the
data must be interpreted with caution
because while the study was conducted
in a community, the sample is not ethnically representative of Nigeria. The
study was in the South Western region
of Nigeria but 53% of the population
studied was ethnically from the North.
In this study, prevalence of tooth loss is
33.6% which is higher than a reported
prevalence of 12.3 % in a suburban
population (13), but lower than reported in studies from Chennai India
with a prevalence of 45.5%.
Though an equal ratio of male and
female subjects were seen, in this study
the male subjects had a significantly
higher prevalence of tooth loss than
the females. This finding is at variance
to an earlier report from Ile Ife Nigeria,
in which the prevalence of tooth loss
was higher in women than men (15).
This could have been due to the difference in the populations studied. While
our study was in community dwelling
adults, the earlier study was in patients
attending oral surgery clinics in Teaching hospitals and general hospitals.

Figure 2: Pattern of tooth loss by gender
falls and fights.
Perception of oral health
More than half (54.2%) of the respondent perceived their oral health to be
poor (table 2)

DISCUSSION
Tooth loss is a leading indicator of
oral health in an adult population. The
major causes of tooth loss have been
highlighted by previous studies (4,
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While higher male prevalence has also
been reported by some studies,(21-22)
other studies have concluded that
gender is not a significant predictor
of tooth loss (23-24). This is contrary
to most other studies where there is
a female preponderance of tooth loss
(2,11,20, 25), these studies speculated
that the female gender may be more
sensitive to their dental needs and
therefore tend to seek intervention
services and experience greater tooth
loss (20).
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The two major causes of tooth loss
in this study were periodontal disease
and dental caries. A previous study
in Nigeria by Adeyemo et al (16),
on indications for tooth extraction
reported that Caries and its sequelae
and periodontal diseases were the main
reasons for tooth extraction which is
in consonance with this current study.
Another study (15), also reported this
trend that Dental caries(56.4%) was the
leading cause of tooth loss followed by
periodontal disease (24.6%).
Though the major causes of tooth loss
have been periodontal disease and dental caries, other factors like traumatic
injuries and surgical extractions have
been associated with tooth loss. In this
study traumatic loss of teeth due to
falls, fights and road traffic accidents
was significantly associated with the
male gender. All the respondents who
had lost their teeth as a result of road
traffic accident were males. The advent
of use of Motor cycles as a means of
public transportation in Nigeria has
possibly led to an increase in trauma
to anterior teeth.
Age is a predisposing sociodemographic factor associated with tooth
loss, in this study an increase in age
was associated with tooth loss. This
result is in agreement with previous
studies where tooth loss increased as
the age of the respondents increased
(2, 7, 11, 21, 22). The highest number
and percentage of tooth loss 73.3% was
found amongst the older age group of
65 years and above.
Most lost teeth were in the posterior
region which is similar to most studies
done (12, 13,15, 21).
A visit to the dentist is positively associated to tooth loss. A significant
number of males 82(57.7%) who had
experienced tooth loss had also been to
the dentist. An increased risk in tooth
loss has been associated with ability to
asses to the dental care and therefore,
individuals with less risk of assessing
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or entering the dental care system
have a lower risk of tooth loss. It has
been proposed that Oral problems and
dental symptoms would have a direct
effect on the use of dental services and
an indirect effect on tooth loss (23,26).
This may be due to problem based attendance of the clinic, with the patients
presenting late and inability to save the
tooth and subsequent tooth loss.
The perception of oral health was
positively associated with tooth loss
as more people who had lost teeth
perceived their oral health to be poor.
This is in agreement with a study that
associated retention of teeth with positive self perceived oral health (27).
In this study, level of education had no
significant association with tooth loss.
This is contrary to studies which found
an increased risk of tooth loss with low
levels of education (2, 21, 22).
CONCLUSION
The prevalence of tooth loss was high
among this community dwelling adults
with the major causes of tooth loss being periodontal disease and dental caries. The males had a higher prevalence
of tooth loss than the females, this is
because they visited the dentist more
than the females and also experienced
significant traumatic injuries to the
anterior teeth, while the females had
more tooth loss in the posterior region.
Tooth loss was found to increase with
age with a higher percentage amongst
the elderly aged 65 and above.
The results of this study show that
tooth loss is common in this community, and these causes are preventable,
there is therefore a need for enlightenment through dental education to
reduce this trend.
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